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     Contemporary 

Courtney Campbell was born in Longwood, Florida. She 
started dancing at the age of three and began her 
competitive dancing at the age of seven. She trained 
from fifteen to twenty-five hours a week in all genres 
under Tamara Duvall at the Duvall Dance Academy in 
Apopka, Florida. Tamara focused on dance 
fundamentals, and it is where Courtney’s strong 
foundation in technique began. 
In August of 2012, Courtney moved with her family to 
South Florida. She was then able to train and dance in 
select studios with many of the best instructors that were 

working and giving master classes in Fort Lauderdale and Miami. Originally focusing 
on being a ballerina, Courtney soon found her love to be Contemporary, Improv and 
Hip Hop and quickly decided that the commercial world was where she would focus 
her future. 

Courtney has been able to travel the country and attend numerous competitions and 
conventions over the years, she is an “Artist Simply Human (ASH) Assistant” and has 
traveled with them for their 2017-18 tour year, she is also is an “Intrigue True 
Performer”  a “Radix Core Performer” and a  NUVO “Break Out Artist”.   

Courtney has trained with Wildabeast, Tassandra Chaves, Rudy Abreu, JoJo Gomez, 
Matt Cady, DJ Smart, Tovaris Wilson, Brian Friedman, Lisette Bustamonte, Travis 
Wall, Nappy Tabs, Desmond Richardson, Dwight Rhoden, Teddy Forance, CJ Salvador 
and many others. On three occasions she has received, “The Choreographer Award” for 
her solos, the highest level of award given from the judges. 
Courtney has been a featured dancer in a Bollywood International Dance Video and 
has won first place numerous times, she has received scholarships for and attended 
summer intensives at, Urban Legends in LA, The Broadway Dance Center in NYC, 
ADMA College of the Performing Arts, UNC School of the Arts, Joffrey in NYC, The 
Edge in LA, Debbie Reynolds Studio in LA, Shannon Mathers Trans4M in Anaheim 
CA, Millennium in LA and DancerPalooza, CA. Courtney aspires to keep learning and 
growing through the classes she teaches and the ones she continues to take. 
           


